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Phonics
Long o sound 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NZHn2UhrLZM




k aeoj o n el





Unit 4 Lesson 16



account
Target Vocabulary

budget
chuckled

disappointed staring
repeated
received

fund



account: a record of money 
saved and spent (p. 12).



chuckled: laughed; 
giggle (p. 11). 



disappointed: 
displeased; unhappy (p. 8). 



fund: money to be used 
for a special purpose (p. 2).



received: accepted; taken 
(p. 11). 



repeated: said again (p. 5).



staring: looking intently (p. 8).



Day 2:
Let’s review 

our 
vocabulary 

words.



 
 Match the word to the definition. Use it in a sentence.
account budget chuckled disappointed

                 

        
To be 
unsatisfied or 
unhappy about 
something.

Laughed or 
giggled

Record of 
money spent 
and saved.

Amount of 
money used for a 
certain purpose.



Match the word to the definition. Use it in a sentence.
fund    received         repeated      staring            

        Looking 
closely.

Accepted.

Money to be used 
for a certain purpose.

   Said or 
stated again. 



PROMPT: After reading the article Lake of Lighten, would you agree or disagree 
that living on the lake of lighten in Venezuela is a safe place to live? 



Writing: I can give my 
opinion and defend my 
opinion about a topic. 

Language:





I believe it would be safe to live on the lake of lighten. 

I think it would be fun to live on the lake of lighten. You get to see lighten all the time. It 
is never really dark. 

According to the article, that people use to use the lighten to find their way home.  The 
lighten on the lake stikes 200 times a minute so it is very bright. 

In my opinion, it is safe to live on the lake. 

PROMPT: After reading the article Lake of Lighten, would you agree or disagree 
that living on the lake of lighten in Venezuela is a safe place to live? 



I do not think that it is safe to live on the Lake of 
Lightning.

There are lightning storms almost every 
day on the lake.

Scientist have found that lightning 
storms happen there more than any 
place on Earth.
That is why I do not think it is safe to live  on the 
Lake of Lightning.

PROMPT: After reading the article Lake of Lighten, would you agree or disagree 
that living on the lake of lighten in Venezuela is a safe place to live? 







Reading Literature
RL 2.1 - Mr. Tanen’s Tie Trouble



I Do

1. How can helping others make you feel good?

2. What question can be answered on page 16?
a. How did Mr. Tanen solve his problem?
b. What problem does Mr. Tanen Have?
c. What happened on the playground?
d. What kind of fund might you like to start at your school?

Type Here



Writing: Language Arts 
I can spell and use words with the ending -ed and -ing.

I can write an opinion about a text I am writing. 



We Do

1. Why isn’t there enough money?

2. What do you think Mr. Tanen means by being “In a real pickle”?

3. Looking at page 18 what questions could you have asked?

Type Here

Type Here

Type Here



Reading Information 
RI 2.3 

Describe the connection between a series of historical events, scientific 
ideas or concepts, or steps in technical procedures in a text. 





The Club is holding a bake sale to raise money for 
the animals.  We decide to join and help by making 

brownies in a mug, but what do we need to do?
 

Lets watch a quick video on making brownies in a cup.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JCAQbgAo3aU


First, 

Next, 

Last, 

What did she do first? 

What did she do next? 

What was the last step to 
make the brownies in a 
mug?



First, gather ingredients

Next, cooked the ingrediants

Last, she ate the cooked 
brownies

What did she do first? 

What did she do next? 

What was the last step to 
make the brownies in a 
mug?



Reading Information 
RI 2.3 

Describe the connection between a series of historical events, scientific 
ideas or concepts, or steps in technical procedures in a text. 



















Orman



Crawford



Todd



I DO 
What event happened first in the story Robot’s Broken 

Button?

a) Robot went to the restaurant to get his button fixed
b) Robot found out that his blue button did not light up.
c) Robot went to the dentist to get his button fixed
d) The man with the toolbox fixed Robot’s broken button.



WE DO
What event happened last in the story Robot’s Broken 

Button?

a) Robot went to the restaurant to get his button 
fixed

b) Robot found out that his blue button did not light 
up.

c) Robot went to the dentist to get his button fixed
d) The man with the toolbox fixed Robot’s broken button..



YOU DO
What event listed below did not take place  in the 

story Robot’s Broken Button?

a) Robot went to the restaurant to get his button fixed
b) Robot found some tools in his basement to fix his 

broken button
c) Robot went to the dentist to get his button fixed
d) The man with the toolbox fixed Robot’s broken 

button.



What is the value of the coins?

What is the value of the coins?

What is the value of the coins?





Math Day 1

SET   Learning Money for Children in 1st and 2nd Grade - Bing video

I DO-Solving Word Problems with Money by Megan Hukill - 
Bing video
 WE DO-Savvas Realize-8-1
Savvas Realize-Guided Practice
YOU DO-Savvas Realize8-1
Quick Check-8-1 Savvas Realize

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=1st+grade+money&&view=detail&mid=ABFE43AE8E41115298C2ABFE43AE8E41115298C2&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3D1st%2Bgrade%2Bmoney%26FORM%3DHDRSC4
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=2nd+grade+money&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3d2nd%2bgrade%2bmoney%26FORM%3dHDRSC4&view=detail&mid=EBB778D90CA22D5DB03CEBB778D90CA22D5DB03C&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=2nd+grade+money&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3d2nd%2bgrade%2bmoney%26FORM%3dHDRSC4&view=detail&mid=EBB778D90CA22D5DB03CEBB778D90CA22D5DB03C&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.savvasrealize.com/community/program/180f3347-f79c-37e5-889d-1e99f57fb0f0/29/tier/5934e9d6-d723-3407-a7de-21c8e6bfa9ad/28/lesson/b5860909-a6b0-3cb5-bc21-c7ceae8e3b50/28/content/bc430c5e-b454-3b98-b99c-106fcbbae213/30
https://www.savvasrealize.com/community/program/180f3347-f79c-37e5-889d-1e99f57fb0f0/29/tier/5934e9d6-d723-3407-a7de-21c8e6bfa9ad/28/lesson/b5860909-a6b0-3cb5-bc21-c7ceae8e3b50/28/content/1d81a006-380a-3302-8259-9d7090e3fab3/28
https://www.savvasrealize.com/community/program/180f3347-f79c-37e5-889d-1e99f57fb0f0/29/tier/5934e9d6-d723-3407-a7de-21c8e6bfa9ad/28/lesson/b5860909-a6b0-3cb5-bc21-c7ceae8e3b50/28/content/1d81a006-380a-3302-8259-9d7090e3fab3/28
https://www.savvasrealize.com/community/program/180f3347-f79c-37e5-889d-1e99f57fb0f0/29/tier/5934e9d6-d723-3407-a7de-21c8e6bfa9ad/28/lesson/b5860909-a6b0-3cb5-bc21-c7ceae8e3b50/28/content/788734d6-3f15-35b0-9eeb-85be832bc23f/29


Math Day2
Set-Learning Money for Children in 1st and 2nd Grade - Bing video

I DO-Solving Word Problems with Money by Megan Hukill - Bing video

WE DO-Savvas Realize-8-2
Savvas Realize-Guided Practice

YOU DO-Savvas Realize-8-2
Quick Check 8-1
Savvas Realize

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=1st+grade+money&&view=detail&mid=ABFE43AE8E41115298C2ABFE43AE8E41115298C2&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3D1st%2Bgrade%2Bmoney%26FORM%3DHDRSC4
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=2nd+grade+money&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3d2nd%2bgrade%2bmoney%26FORM%3dHDRSC4&view=detail&mid=EBB778D90CA22D5DB03CEBB778D90CA22D5DB03C&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.savvasrealize.com/community/program/180f3347-f79c-37e5-889d-1e99f57fb0f0/29/tier/5934e9d6-d723-3407-a7de-21c8e6bfa9ad/28/lesson/33ca54e5-f16a-3ce7-ac2e-47a7b917b4d4/28/content/5ebad97a-461f-3e90-8de4-5c631d7cb9c2/30
https://www.savvasrealize.com/community/program/180f3347-f79c-37e5-889d-1e99f57fb0f0/29/tier/5934e9d6-d723-3407-a7de-21c8e6bfa9ad/28/lesson/33ca54e5-f16a-3ce7-ac2e-47a7b917b4d4/28/content/51689f8e-c8d2-3bd0-91e1-6d2c714454fb/28
https://www.savvasrealize.com/community/program/180f3347-f79c-37e5-889d-1e99f57fb0f0/29/tier/5934e9d6-d723-3407-a7de-21c8e6bfa9ad/28/lesson/33ca54e5-f16a-3ce7-ac2e-47a7b917b4d4/28/content/51689f8e-c8d2-3bd0-91e1-6d2c714454fb/28
https://www.savvasrealize.com/community/program/180f3347-f79c-37e5-889d-1e99f57fb0f0/29/tier/5934e9d6-d723-3407-a7de-21c8e6bfa9ad/28/lesson/33ca54e5-f16a-3ce7-ac2e-47a7b917b4d4/28/content/0ee858e7-0f9b-3367-b0f9-dea4eb9995fe/28


Math Day 3

Set-Learning Money for Children in 1st and 2nd Grade - Bing video

I DO-Solving Word Problems with Money by Megan Hukill - Bing video

WE DO-Savvas Realize-8-3
Savvas Realize-guided Practice

YOU DO-Savvas Realize-8-3
Quick Check 8-3
Savvas Realize

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=1st+grade+money&&view=detail&mid=ABFE43AE8E41115298C2ABFE43AE8E41115298C2&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3D1st%2Bgrade%2Bmoney%26FORM%3DHDRSC4
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=2nd+grade+money&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3d2nd%2bgrade%2bmoney%26FORM%3dHDRSC4&view=detail&mid=EBB778D90CA22D5DB03CEBB778D90CA22D5DB03C&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.savvasrealize.com/community/program/180f3347-f79c-37e5-889d-1e99f57fb0f0/29/tier/5934e9d6-d723-3407-a7de-21c8e6bfa9ad/28/lesson/bccc689a-342a-3930-aae2-9596e80167b8/28/content/1ba4b65a-7fd2-3398-ab34-60cc0d7edac3/28
https://www.savvasrealize.com/community/program/180f3347-f79c-37e5-889d-1e99f57fb0f0/29/tier/5934e9d6-d723-3407-a7de-21c8e6bfa9ad/28/lesson/bccc689a-342a-3930-aae2-9596e80167b8/28/content/1ba4b65a-7fd2-3398-ab34-60cc0d7edac3/28
https://www.savvasrealize.com/community/program/180f3347-f79c-37e5-889d-1e99f57fb0f0/29/tier/5934e9d6-d723-3407-a7de-21c8e6bfa9ad/28/lesson/bccc689a-342a-3930-aae2-9596e80167b8/28/content/1ba4b65a-7fd2-3398-ab34-60cc0d7edac3/28
https://www.savvasrealize.com/community/program/180f3347-f79c-37e5-889d-1e99f57fb0f0/29/tier/5934e9d6-d723-3407-a7de-21c8e6bfa9ad/28/lesson/bccc689a-342a-3930-aae2-9596e80167b8/28/content/5edfccc3-aa49-3f7b-b1ac-ffa92b4f232d/29


Math Day 4

Set-Learning Money for Children in 1st and 2nd Grade - Bing video

I DO-Solving Word Problems with Money by Megan Hukill - Bing video

WE DO-Savvas Realize-8-4
Savvas Realize-Guided Practice

YOU DO-Savvas Realize-8-4
Quick Check 8-4
Savvas Realize

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=1st+grade+money&&view=detail&mid=ABFE43AE8E41115298C2ABFE43AE8E41115298C2&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3D1st%2Bgrade%2Bmoney%26FORM%3DHDRSC4
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=2nd+grade+money&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3d2nd%2bgrade%2bmoney%26FORM%3dHDRSC4&view=detail&mid=EBB778D90CA22D5DB03CEBB778D90CA22D5DB03C&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.savvasrealize.com/community/program/180f3347-f79c-37e5-889d-1e99f57fb0f0/29/tier/5934e9d6-d723-3407-a7de-21c8e6bfa9ad/28/lesson/487b7010-6fd8-34c6-ae28-e4ed2027986c/28/content/df1efb8c-caa2-3a4f-99e5-fd40142d903b/28
https://www.savvasrealize.com/community/program/180f3347-f79c-37e5-889d-1e99f57fb0f0/29/tier/5934e9d6-d723-3407-a7de-21c8e6bfa9ad/28/lesson/487b7010-6fd8-34c6-ae28-e4ed2027986c/28/content/df1efb8c-caa2-3a4f-99e5-fd40142d903b/28
https://www.savvasrealize.com/community/program/180f3347-f79c-37e5-889d-1e99f57fb0f0/29/tier/5934e9d6-d723-3407-a7de-21c8e6bfa9ad/28/lesson/487b7010-6fd8-34c6-ae28-e4ed2027986c/28/content/df1efb8c-caa2-3a4f-99e5-fd40142d903b/28
https://www.savvasrealize.com/community/program/180f3347-f79c-37e5-889d-1e99f57fb0f0/29/tier/5934e9d6-d723-3407-a7de-21c8e6bfa9ad/28/lesson/487b7010-6fd8-34c6-ae28-e4ed2027986c/28/content/787a428d-05b4-397a-ba41-3ae00eb64a6e/28

